Automated electrophysiology in the preclinical evaluation of drugs for potential QT prolongation.
The human ether-a-go-go-related gene (hERG) potassium channel plays a major role in the electrical conductances involved in human heart repolarization. Drugs that decrease hERG K(+) currents are at risk to produce a prolongation of the cardiac action potential, resulting in an increase of the QT interval. Drug-induced QT prolongation or acquired long QT (aLQT) can lead to a fatal arrhythmia known as Torsade de Pointes (TdP). Electrophysiological methods are the best approach to evaluate potential drug candidates for hERG current inhibition. Here we identify limitations with the PatchXpress 7000A automated electrophysiology instrument and describe hERG protocol optimizations necessary for reliable preclinical assessment. The PatchXpress 7000A automated electrophysiology system was used to evaluate a group of drugs with known hERG activity under voltage clamp conditions. We used a recombinant cell line expressing hERG, and assessed the inhibition of hERG K(+) currents at different drug concentrations. These data were used to determine hERG IC(50) values and compare assay parameters under different recording conditions. We found that due to limitations with the PatchXpress 7000A instrument, repeated compound additions were critical for achieving steady state drug concentrations that generated data comparable to standard patch clamp methods, particularly when similar voltage pulse protocols were implemented. Some discrepancies were observed between the PatchXpress 7000A and standard patch clamp techniques including shifts in IC(50) values for very hydrophobic compounds. Most hERG IC(50) values were within 3-fold of standard patch clamp IC(50) values. Automation of electrophysiology technologies has greatly improved the throughput of assessing lead drug candidates for hERG liability. To maintain hERG data quality comparable to standard patch clamp techniques, the PatchXpress 7000A instrument limitations should be recognized and protocols optimized accordingly to ensure accuracy.